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Abstract: The essential matter is to get the time synchronization of Country linked communication
infrastructures, computer systems and devices to the IST (Indian Standard Time). The competence to
demonstrate its sequence of traceability to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) originated by BIPM, with
adequate lawful/ governing support. This has acute share in real time applications in critical service sector and
to national security. Given the significance of cyber security and cybercrime angle developing the formation
of Distributed Timing Infrastructures to several critical sectors and customer centric timing delivery methods
is the requirement of time. The International Standards ISO/IEC 18014 under a generally used title of
Information technology- Security techniques- Time-stamping services consisting of three parts, including a
general notion, time stamping service model, data structures as well as protocols in its part 1(2008), 2(2008)
&3(2009) and Part 4(2015) for Traceability of time sources has been adopted in many countries. It gives a
speedy thought to have a precise Nationwide Timing strategy that shall address time delivery services that
could be chosen by the wide range of users with acceptable level of uncertainties.
Keywords: Cyber Security, Time Synchronization, Indian Standard Time and Timestamp.

1. INTRODUCTION
The government has a special accountability to a citizen, to businesses and organizations working in Indian
Sovereign and to our worldwide partners and associates. A surety must be provided to them assuring that all efforts
are made to solidify the safe infrastructures and to safeguard the network and the related data from attack or intrusion.
Setting ourselves with the highest standards of cybersecurity and follow them will make the groundwork for national
security of India as well as the well-being economically, along with a precedence for many to adapt. [1]
The internet dependence is characteristically not secure and will include attempts for exploiting certain weaknesses
for launching the cyber-attacks. Absolute eradication of threat though difficult, the risk needs to be reduced
expressively up to some level which enables the society for continuous displaying and benefitting from higher
prospects which is brought in by the digital technologies. The government administration, country’s economic
conditions as well as establishment of services trust, cyberspace reliability as well as on data, infrastructure and the
system that help to strengthen it. Loss in integrity and trust will have an impact on the advantages of scientific and
technical revolution.
The SI second is outlined because the length of nine, 192,631,770 radiation periods comparable with present
transition among 2 thin levels of a bottom state of a Cs 133 atom. Such an explanation was adopted by Bureau
International des Poids et Measures (BIPM) in 1967. By 1997, an amendment was introduced to the SI definition of
second as “on second is the time referred for 9192631770 oscillators between doubly spotted hyperfine ground state
of 133 cs atoms at 0degree kelvin temperature, which is possible to achieve in an atomic function. The length of SI
second is expected to be time invariant and unaffected by the environmental changes. More the 400 industrial highperformance Cesium clocks operated in natural measurement institutes across the world contribute to the generation
of international time scale called Coordinated Universal Time.
The Indian NMI National Physical Laboratory (CSIR NPL) is considered for local realization of UTC in India,
using the Cesium clocks and disseminate “time” and “frequency” to fulfil needs of the country. It is desired that all
the networks in the country should have uniform time that is synchronized accurately to UTC. Even if the network
clocks are accurately set initially, they would still have some difference after some time because of the drift in the
clock, which can cause several problems. Hence all the network clocks need to be time synchronized to an accurate
primary reference clock.

Traceability associate exceedingly in a very scientific discipline term may be the parameter for measuring where
the outcomes may be associated with the help of reference using the unbroken calibration chains, each one of the
contributing for measuring uncertainties [1]. UTC is used to refer time as per the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures, and hence all clocks used in legal procedures must be tracked as per this time. As per this time of reference
the traceability provided is direct by comparing the CCTF-K001.

Fig. 1. Geographical distribution of the laboratories that contribute to TAI and time transfer equipment [3] (December 2016)

UTC key in which the NMIs have to send its measurement of time and the data of time transfer in to BIPM [2].
After every month the BIPM processes its measurement of time from the previous month and results a UTC in the
form of a highly stable and smooth reference to the international scale of time. There is a variation on the deviations
in every part time of laboratory unit which is printed every month by the International Bureau of Weights and Measures
in the Circular T. Users for obtaining their traces by comparing local clock to that of other participating NMIs in
CCTF-K001.UTC. The time traceability can be achieved by remotely comparing, number of technical aspects used
for (a) transferring time codes in 2-time labs or (b) the way in which a comparison can be made regarding their native
clocks to those or another relevant institute area. Such kinds of technical methods are Global Navigation System
(GNSS), and Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT). International network of atomic clocks
participating in generation of UTC using international links.

Fig. 2. NPL’s contribution to generation of UTC [5]

Fig. 3. Web Time Display of Indian Standard Time [6]

Fig.4. Network Time Protocol

2. Dissemination of Indian Standard Time
CSIR NPL is country’s time keeper and helps in measuring the highest levels of frequency and time estimations in
India according to the Internationally set standards. A Primary time-scale called UTC(NPLI) was maintained using
Hydrogen Maser and 5 Cesium (Cs) atomic clocks. Every 5 metallic element clocks and therefore the chemical
element amplifier area unit conducive to International Atomic Time by precise satellite links, automated, regulated,
and precise inter-comparison of clocks, along with daily automated data upload into International Bureau of Weights
and Measures. [5]
UTC(NPLI) + 5:30 known as the IST: Indian Standard Time is complete with 7.2ns of uncertainty. Exploitation of
time transfer to the time links which are ultra-stable is carried out by CSIR-NPL for contributing to the set standards
of TAI and maintaining National duration. Adding the leap seconds from time to time to the Indian Standard Time is
also done by CSIR-NPL Dissemination of Time and frequency carried out with the help of NTP (Network Time
Protocol) service. Recently CSIR-NPL launched a web-based time dissemination service. (Figure 3) [6].

3.Methodology Used
NTP elaborated as Network Time Protocol, is a standard Internet protocol used for maintaining and organizing a
complete set of servers for time and their respective paths or transmission in a synchronized subset. Network Time
Protocol was developed on the basis of UDP: User Datagram Protocol and IP: Internet protocol that helps in providing
a mechanism of connectionless transfer. Although this mechanism is highly adaptable to every protocol suites of
internet. This was evolved by an ICMP timestamp message and time protocol, and is designed specifically for
maintaining the reliability and accuracy, when applied on typical paths of Internet which involves multiple unreliable
networks and gateways. There exists no provision for acquisition peer discovery, or even configuration in the process
of Network Time Protocol, but many implementations also comprise of such features. Data integrity is provided by
UDP and IP checksums. No facilities of retransmission, circuit- management, or duplicate detection is necessary or
provided. [4]
This protocol could be operated in many different modes which are applicable to varying scenarios involving
network configurations, private workstations as well as public servers. Variable mechanisms of poll-interval, and
dynamic reachability under a lightweight capability of association management are used for managing the information
regarding the state and also helps in reducing the requirements of resources. The option features comprise of
authentication of messages depending on the provisions and crypto-checksums for monitoring and remote control.
The implementation of this protocol is quite easy as only a single format for NTP message is used and are applicable
to many different operating systems as well as networking environments. In Network Time Protocol one or more than
one primary server is directly synchronized to an external source of reference like in timecode receivers. The figure 4
illustrates the overall Network Time Protocol organization of a timeserver model.
3.1 Establishing Secure and Resilient Time in Networks, Systems and Devices
Security: Diminishing a chance of entering into a cyber-physical infrastructure by threats which could be both
natural or manmade. Resilience: An ability of adapting and preparing for the changing conditions as well as recovering
and withstanding rapidly from any disruptions.
Necessities for resilient as well as secure time also exists in every layer of network till application from physical
layer. Time is a physical quantity, its perception in the networks as well as complex system of information transforms
the security into physical and cyber concerns. Hence time has an impact on both the architectures, physical and cyber
security. Timing could be unintentional or vulnerable-interference, can be impacted due to space weather,
abnormalities in the network, along with intentional threats like spoofing and jamming simulating because of cyberattack or injection of RF signal. Developing other techniques for the distribution of national-level time reference for
augment and backup the IRNSS in case of failure should be proactively worked upon. The methods of timing
distribution in the communication sector, like the distribution protocols on a dedicated optical network or in
combination of PTP and SyncE, could act as an alternative National reference time source. Distribution of network
timing controls the NTP or PTP type packet-based protocol for distributing the time information on a number of
receivers working in a hierarchy. The hierarchy has timing source working on the top of this hierarchy helps in deriving

a national reference time which is traceable through the constellation of a satellite like IRNSS or from some other
source of time transfer. Methods of securing network time distribution is comprised of authentication assurance too
refer to the traceable time, timestamp integrity, and other exchanged metadata in the form of synchronized packets, as
well as availability of diverse and redundant paths. Another main requirement of securing time in the networks is the
detection ability of any intrusions or any kind of anomalies present in the network before the threat cases any effect
on the time of the network.
Due to the shortage of secured temporal arrangement sources globally offered nowadays, an affordable approach to
securing time is to confirm systems to keep up temporal arrangement among the application tolerance of its
compromised timing duration [7].

4.Impact of Timing in the National Critical Infrastructures
Timing has significant position in national critical infrastructures and to distribute secure timing surges evident
encounters regarding to security and resilience. Critical Infrastructure Defined: “Assets, systems, and networks,
whether or not or not physical or virtual, so vital to the country that their incapacitation or destruction would have a
debilitating result on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination
therefrom.” For securing the temporal order signal needs each physical signal to be secured and also the information
related to it. The timing signal data must be secured and this is equivalent to numerous cybersecurity issues. A secure
physical signal results in many phases distinctive to timing. Usually the users are distant from the timing signal source
demonstrating the specific timescale system. The physical characteristics of time is on probabilities of the mechanism
of the system, important to core problems in critical infrastructures. Networking, software, computer hardware, and
data systems, have been enhanced by intellectualizing away the properties of time in the physical layer. Such systems
segregate all the processes of timing, which enables the processing of data with extreme competence due in asynchrony
part. Where the real-time control, latency measurement, timestamping of events, harmonization of processes, were
enhanced and enabled with a robust timing sense. Locating and timing are powerfully interconnected. Critical
Infrastructures are mixture of cyber and physical components having acquaintances of data processing and networking
systems to the systems live in the basic physics laws. Such mixture of systems in the timing systems resonant upgrades
or changes in software or hardware might result in a need of re-calibration for the whole system.
Three different timing signals are in synchronization: Time, frequency, and phase. Precise amount of frequency
could be supplies using a system of discrete clock on a Cesium standard, which drives the practical usage of oscillators
requiring the dynamic and calibration signals of reference. For divergence the time and phase synchronization would
require signal transport and possibly data. Unlike the data transfer, the transfer of phase and time needs compensation
for delay of transmission of the timing signals to achieve accuracy in synchronization. Taking the case of GNSS
distributes locating by sending synchronized signals of time space and its known locations. Delay in transmission is
on the order of 70 ms. For providing an accurate range of 1m, the true delay should be removed by 3ns, which is a
factor or nearly 1 part in 20 million.
Often the data supplements a physical signal of timing, where synchronization of phase might not be required. The
simplest data timing is for time, occasionally known as the time-of-day, where a signal specified the accuracy of time,
but the accurate time-of-day and date of that particular signal of time might be transferred in the form of data. In such
cases the time signals are known as on-time marker. Data of time is transferrable with significant latency as well as
noise, as long as it becomes accurate to the time where an on-time marker is referred with respect to the data. For
applications, many other types of data are linked to the time signals. For instance, a source clock quality level is
required often with the timing data. Synchronization over networks generally comprise broadcast the data and the time
markers by applying the two-way time protocol for cancelling the delay by the network. Common protocols are Precise
Time Protocol and Network Time Protocol. Requirements of time could be detailed in terms of the time interval
between noteworthy events. The idea of specifying time intervals indicates the system supporting a timescale at which
the intervals are measured. Characterization of time scale is done using two features: (a) Time zero or the origin called:
The epoch, (b) definition of a second: Advancement rate of time. [2]
In an absence the time-aware architecture which plugs suitable time on the components at which the applications

are built-in critical Infrastructures such as smart systems (transportation systems, buildings, cities, grid, telecom),
system based on location, entertainment, environmental monitoring, and medical devices, are rapidly rolled under
various restrictions because of lower accessibility of precise time. [3]. Using firewalls on the network might isolate
time in critical Infrastructures defense from the network external to the system. These firewalls allow unified control
of boundary security of data added as assurance provided to the user. Nonetheless, with isolation of time, a clock drift
might occur in both external and internal networks which results in degradation of performance and in some instances
failure on many levels. On the similar manner, when the sources of time reference from networks or GNSS is
compromised which results in errors in synchronization which attempts to restore or normalize the time services able
of running high discontinuities risk of timing along with other issues of alignment.
For reliably and safely operating in the present environment threat, National Critical Infrastructures should
implement as many elements of secure timing as possible. Preferably, every Critical Infrastructure in applications
which are critical to safety must have a legally traceable, assured, independent, and multiple time sources with
predictable and safe modes of failure which must be denied or detectably handled. Here the mixture of insecure and
secure sources of timing are available and includes a common standard for time existing among them, an insecure
source of timing should be validated against the secure sources of timings. Secured signals of time and its related
measurement must be assured to Critical Infrastructures with well-defined metrics performance which includes,
switchover time, traceability, mean detection time, holdover capability, frequency stability, and phase accuracy. [7]

5.TIME SYNCHRONIZATION SIGNIFICANCE IN NATIONAL SECURITY
Time is more necessary aspect of our lives these days, and therefore the inter-connectivity degree for these networks
depicts that everything and something would be exposed, where everything from our basic human rights to national
security could be compromised. Thus, the Government is ironed to mirror policies which supports continuous
technology growth for sophistication in technology security and access and as an important opening move, to adopt a
national temporal order strategy. Though increase in access to Internet and highly mature developments in the
technology are correlated to the cybersecurity improvements on a global level, which is certainly not adopted in India
as developing economy due to lower development levels in technology in the use of National Legal Time practices in
legislation of national cybercrimes in terms of misusing computer systems, system and data interception or
interference, and unauthorized access, towards digital forensic investigation.
In the present, laptop networks time synchronization is essential as a result of each side of debugging, planning,
securing, and managing a network involves crucial once events happening in terms of cybersecurity. Correlation of
log files among the devices are difficult with no time synchronization. The following are some important necessity of
time synchronization:
(a) Network usage, tracking security breaches related issues which effects various components could be impossible in
case of inaccurate timestamps in logs.
(b) Time is an important aspect which enables the events on a single node of network to be mapped on another event.
For reducing confusion for the file systems shared over the network, the modification times should be importantly
consistent, irrespective of the machine with all the file systems. Services used for billing and related applications
must accurately apprehend time.
(c) The Financial services needs accurate timekeeping as per the law. Indian forces require time accuracy in the time
of war.

6.REGULATIONS SPECIFIC TO SECTORS IN INDIA
6.1. Securities and Exchange Board of India
Circular SEBI/HO/MRD/DP/CIR/P/2017/08 dated January 20, 2017, to other stock Exchanges stated for Fair along
with transparent access to the information feeds of stock exchanges directed them vide point 4. Additionally, SEBI
vide circular dated March 30, 2013, had entomb alia instructed stock exchanges to harmonize their system clocks with
all the timepiece prior to the beginning of marketplace so that their clocks hold the accuracy of more than 1
microsecond as well as precision with a minimum of 1 millisecond. By the way, the securities sector should ensure
that almost all the clocks of servers & various connected methods have been synchronous. Stock exchanges might
follow a good mechanism to confirm such harmonization of the system clocks.

6.2. Controller of Certifying Authorities, Department of Electronics and Information Technology Ministry of
Communications and Information Technology
Recommendations for setup of Time Stamping Services by the CA i.e. to give provision to the IT Act of 2000, the
India’s Government established CCA. The Time stamping system offered by the certifying Authorities should be
physically and logically break away the CA methods. Nevertheless, CA uses a corresponding physical resource as
well as infrastructure. The Time Stamping service’s audit should be enclosed to the audit of the CA amenities. In
India, clause 4.2 regarding Time Stamping Services Clock - Time values in Time Stamping amenities utilized in timestamp token shall be noticeable to a Standardized Time Source. The Time Stamping amenities clocks shall be shielded
against risks which may end in associate degree undiscovered amendment to the clock which takes it outside the
standardization of it.
Instances of risks incorporate meddling by unofficial personnel, stereo or maybe electric shocks. The CA
(Controller Authority) shall offer a power to identify time Stamping provider’s clock actually being away reliability
specified in the suggestions. Once the Time Stamping provider’s clock is recognized as getting from the precision
specified in the suggestions, the occasion shall be audited as well as time stamp tokens shan't be given. Moreover, this
particular non-assurance should be examined. The NPLI (National Physical Laboratory, India), is liable for the upkeep
as well as advancement of the Indian Standard Time (IST). NPLI keeps time scope of Indian Standard Time (IST) by
the assistance of a professional Cesium atomic timepiece. The time scope looked after by NPL is specified as UTC.
[11]
6.3. The Legal Metrology Act, 2009 An Act
To create as well as implement requirements of measures and weights, control commerce and swap in weights,
methods along with other foods that are offered or maybe sent out by body weight, quantity or measure as well as for
issues connected incidental thereto or therewith. Ministry of customer Affairs, Public Distribution along with Food,
Department of Consumer Affairs. Under THE FOURTH Schedule (Rule 15) Units Permitted to be used with base,
Supplementary or Derived Units Permitted units of time (1) The permitted units in relation to time shall be as follows,
namely: “(i) the minute, equal to 60 second (Symbol: min), (ii) the hour, equal to 3600 seconds or 60 minutes (Symbol:
h), and (iii) the day, equal to 86,000 seconds or 24 hours (Symbol: d) The week, month and year shall correspond to
the Saka Calendar or the Gregorian calendar.” [12]

7.INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ISO / IEC 18014 PRACTICED FOR TIME
STAMPING AND TIME TRACEABILITY
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) along with IEC (the International Electro Technical
Commission) develop the special program for global standardization. ISO/IEC 18014 involves the subsequent
components, under the over-all label Information technology- Security techniques- Time-stamping services. It is
composed of three components, including the common thought, designs for a time stamping program, information
components, and protocols in its part 1(2008), 2(2008) and 3(2009). Later added with Part 4(2015) for the Traceability
of time sources.
In the first part of ISO/IEC 18014, Gives Framework for time-stamping techniques with a) the certification of the
goals of a time authority. b) The explanation associated with a broad design on what moment stamping services are
based. c) The characterization of time-stamping services. d) The characterization of the fundamental protocols of time
stamping as well as the disclaimers of the protocols in between the integrated entities. In its second part of ISO/IEC
18014 gives, Mechanisms creating impartial tokens. A time-stamping assistance provides proof that an information
product been around before a particular point of time slot. Time-stamp tokens are produced by time stamp tokens that
are information constructions that contains a verifiable cryptographic binding in between an information item's
representation and a time-value. This a component of ISO/IEC 18014 describes time stamping systems which produce
freelance tokens, that could be confirmed individually.
In its third part of ISO/IEC 18014, Mechanisms creating related tokens, a) describes a basic style for time stamping
service solutions creating related tokens. b) Describes the standard elements utilized to create a time stamping program
of this particular type. c) Defines the information constructions utilized to have interaction with a time stamping
service of this type. d) Describes certain situations of such time-stamping service solutions. In its third part of ISO/IEC
18014, Traceability of time sources a) Describes the performance of the precious time evaluation expert (TAA), b)

Describes a general structure for giving the time period in order to the time stamping power (TSA) and also in order
to assure the correctness of it throughout the usage of c), and the TAA Gives specialized standards for any TAA to
supply, also to offer assurance [13].

8.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For national security and critical infrastructures, the IST needs to declared as the “legal Time” of the country. The
role of legal time in different sectors is discussed below:
8.1. Telecommunication Sector
In the field of communications, networks timing could be as complex or as easy as timing in video systems and
digital audio. In communications networks clock precision is made close to a four-level structured hierarchy with
probably of the maximum correct clock in the very first phase and also minimum correct at the fourth level. The
electronic community of the 1960s, followed as well as standardized by ANSI, ITU, along with other standards
forming systems, the method is described as stratum one. In the start, there's just one stratum one clock in functioning
for the whole community at frequent time period. This particular clock was sent out to local running markets and
moving over centers and also used to time and also synchronize community components in that amount in the
hierarchy respectively, to hometown central workplaces in the bottom part of the hierarchy. Every clock phase be
governed by the above one for synchronization. In case it mislaid the given reference signal from above, the nearby
clock was allowed to run inside a selection broader compared to the bigger guide until the higher-level guide was
again offered. The clock to stay inside, and keep the frequency of its of functioning for a certain time and, in the
curiosity of general balance, not swap again to the better hierarchy form of given reference clock while waiting after
several time of feasible functioning, and in a case likely, switch superbly, at times known as hitless moving over. Main
guide timepiece (PRC) products compliant with ITU and ANSI requirements can be found from many resources.
These timepiece resources are able to operate independently, or maybe they may be referenced as well as locked to
various other sources noticeable to everyone. Standard of timing for time-of-day, known as UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time). [8]
To distribute the PRC to each of the components digital network infrastructure with developments in decreasing
clock reference price of merchandise and also the accessibility of the world wide ranking system (Internet-Based
references and GPS) operating under NTP (network time protocol) have significantly reduced price on all fronts &
enhanced precision along with reliability of the energy sources as well as the references of theirs.
Fundamentally, indicators produced from multiplexing minimal-speed digital bit streams to higher-order
cumulative little channels, several of which offer private line, along with others which offer packet-switched providers
and circuit-cell have to be synchronized as well as timed precisely how video signals and digital audio are timed as
well as synchronized to bit-level precision inside a frame. Telecom electronic indicators are not subject to changing
transitions like a cross-fade or split-screen, and also telecom, as well as electronic system articles, operate on
completely diverse time period bases.
No matter the kind of what the transmission media (fibre wire), or radio, bits are mailed & bits are gotten. Each
final exchange in the system has to treat with a new serial bit stream which has payload bits and clock. Clocking &
information, likewise known as payload, have the timing of theirs & phasing associations started in the purpose of
development.
On the manner, multiplexed serial bit stream might be with extra serial bit streams, multiple carriers by crossconnection, or maybe exchanged at the circuit, cellular, or packet layer. Sorting out clock information from the
payload, or even mucking around with time connection between signal transitions quantities to errors. In case for
irrespective of cause, a system component will lose the synchronization reference of it as well as wanders outside
keeping everything, anything, and limits turning it into a synchronization reference is out of time together with the
bigger community, altering important expertise to invaluable e-garbage.
Data recovery as well as clocking actually comes as a critical feature. Thinking about the period notion after the
perspective of a receiver exchange holding a system component or even the getting surface of any transmission course

offers the freedom to look again to the cause plus advanced toward various other community components and
amenities influenced by the clock for correct shipping and functioning of the connected payload.
The Telecommunication Centre in the whitish papers of theirs promptly synchronization in IP networks concludes
that Time Synchronization among the disparate networks will be the demand of the hour. Treatments are obtainable
on the market but call for regulatory enforcement to wonder all of the service providers to absolutely apply time
Synchronization results in the networks of theirs. The fundamental timing infrastructure up to stratum-1 this time
server will be constructed by the Government and get all of the service providers as well as ISP's to create the own
infrastructure of theirs for stratum-2-time servers onwards, that will gain the indicators of theirs coming from the
stratum-1 server. This way a coordinated nationwide implementation may be ensured for scientific discipline network
time synchronization [9].
8.2Energy Sector
The energy and power sector necessitate timing in methods supplying regular dimensions applicable on the system
condition and identifying the location of faults around a transmission type in an application program like the Phasor
Measurement Unit (PMU). Network automated safeguard of methods (Wide Area Measurement Systems/ Wide Area
Control Systems) are utilizing Phasor Measurements Units (PMUs) source of supply of Timing and also Synchronized
record information for Network Monitoring (present use) along with Automatic Protection (future use). A lot of
redundancy and accuracy in the PMU fitness level is demanded by Automatic Protection. PMUs are deployed
throughout remote places of the energy system (nodes), with inner period references it should be a legally traceable
timing System. The Indian Power Systems comes as one of the major synchronous interconnections over the world.
A large interconnection caters to various class of shoppers. A slim in operation varies for power grid frequency
considerably lowers usage in electric devices so will increase the lifetime of theirs. Additionally, with the increased
in proportion of advanced customer lots including procedure industries, traction locomotives as well as silicon a load
the hope of greater energy quality from the power grid is additionally rising. The big selection of permissible frequency
on purpose has economic furthermore as security issues in an exceedingly giant grid. In this particular context it the
allowable deviation comes through the nominal frequency current in various other places was analyzed and it is shown
in Table I:
Table- I: Permissible Deviation adopted in various countries
Country/
Interconnection

Frequency
Band (Hz)

Nominal
Frequency
Permissible

Permissible
Deviation (%)

India

49.5-50.2

50

-1 % / +0.4 %

Other SAARC

49.5 – 50.5

50

-1%

Europe

49.8 -50.2

50

+//0.4

Time Dimensions of Power -There square measure if truth be told 2 key roles time data plays in in operation an
influence grid. It is usually to ascertain source, another to make certain a sense of balance between need as well as
supply. In order to ascertain source, power grid operators monitor the cycle period of alternating electrical present nominally 50 cycles/second. In case cycle period begins to drift lower or higher, they may signify that voltage is
absurdly very high and very low. A difference in cycle period may also harm generators since turbines are properly
healthy to run in that particular frequency. Not merely does strength have to get universally synchronized to 50
cycles/second - but those cycles have been saved in stage.
Otherwise, power transmission from one generator would possibly really work in contradiction to power flow from
alternative generators. With the speedy enlargement within the installation infrastructure in Bharat a sturdy
communication infrastructure is additionally needed for installation operation and management. The main problem in
this regard is the immediate requirement of a special Regulation on transmission process for Power Sector Standards

for Power Frequency in India. According to the Indian Electricity Rules 1956 (amended as many as 25th Nov 2000),
the allowable selection for grid frequency was + /-3 % of nominal i.e. 48.5 Hz to 51.5 Hz. The allowable frequency
limits (by manufacturers) for functioning of different makes of vapour turbines. The nominal frequency of functioning
in the Indian power grid is 50.0 Hz and also the allowable frequency band identified is 49.5 Hz to 50.2 Hz i.e. 3rd
May 2010 by Indian Electricity Grid Code (IEGC). [10]
8.3Finance Sector
The financial trading industry requires highly accurate, reliable, and documentable clock synchronization for
business logic, competitive advantage, and regulatory compliance. Without reliable clock synchronization, trading
records can only be identified by timestamps that are off by seconds or more. The Finance sub segment utilizes timing
methods to timestamp monetary transactions, enabling a person to trace causal associations and also synchronize
monetary computer systems. The uses in finance usually are Stock Exchanges as well as Banks. Financial services
have confidence terribly effective IT methods as well as networks needing a top degree of availableness, safety
measures, and dependability. Legally traceable Timing systems for Time Stamping and Synchronization capabilities
are should to log quotes or functions in a chronologic fashion. There's prevalent usage of transfer protocols as
NTP/PTP to disperse some time (an NTP Primary Server is linked to about 1500/2000 NTP clients).
Internationally the regulations such as MiFID II, FINRA, CAT NSM, SEC Rule 613, ESMA and MiFIR regulations
in Europe and the US are similar to emerging regulations around the world and call for clock traceability (to UTC,
NIST, or other national atomic clock standards), reliable time sync, and transaction timestamping accuracy
performance in applications, as well as time sync data analytics and auditable records for proof-of-compliance
coverage over multiple years. MiFID II RTS twenty-five presently needs 100µs accuracy in high-frequency
applications as a "minimum" demand for participants in CAT 613 NMS, while industry members are currently
required to meet the 50ms accuracy standard. CAT's timestamp coverage specification needs accuracy in milliseconds,
however finer timestamp increments up to nanoseconds for order handling or execution systems should be recorded
and reported to the CAT furthermore. Meeting the standard is not sufficient, however; the same must be able to
document compliance [14].
8.4 Need of Time for general Consumers
Currently in India the Common Consumers adopt the Time available by various sources of Networks - Example
GPS using Mobile, Internet Time using Internet, Television and Radio Broadcasting services however these sources
are not synchronized and Traceable to IST leaving a gap in its legal backing for the correlation of events or to establish
the authenticity of accuracy and traceability.

CONCLUSION
Having discussed the importance of Time, its accuracy, trusted and legal traceability with its criticality issues in the
critical infrastructures and available Indian regulations of various sectors raises the missing uniformity.
(a) In the current Digitized Governance, there is a need to address the Synchronized National Legal Timing that shall
help the Indian critical information Infrastructure and consumer consumption.
(b) It can be implemented by having a National Approach with effective regulation for use of Indian Standard time.
(c) The use of International Standards ISO/IEC 18014 by defining the national framework mandating the role-playing
organizations with the specific roles and responsibilities as followed in Countries like Japan, Europe and USA,
etc.
(d) The National Architecture for trusted time infrastructure shall assure reliability in cyberspace
(e) This shall help critical infrastructures, systems, devices and data to handle cyber security issues with legally backed
precise time and Timestamp.
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